
 At the same time, we offer a method by

which our customers can find clothes

suitable for their style by entering our

site and applying filters that indicate

your style. It is not only our designs

that matters but the satisfaction of our

customers.

Perfectionism is always good. People want people to be

perfect and wonderful. You may want to be good too. 

We cannot know if you are spiritually well, but we can

make you happy either way. By wearing our clothes or

using our special designs, you can have a positive effect

on people at first sight. People will start to treat you

differently and we are sure it will make you happy.
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Our designs and collections are originally

produced. We produce clothes suitable for

public use, suitable for everyone's

preferences and tastes, and it is our priority

to appeal to all people.Our online sales have

really increased due to the pandemic we

are struggling with as the whole world. 

However, while shopping online, we

frequently encountered problems such

as the product not fitting to the body.

We thought about what we could do

about this issue and found a solution.
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Thanks to our new update, you enter your

body measurements while registering on

the site. Our site will show you the shape

of your 3D size and show you the outfit

you choose on your 3D body. In this way,

we plan to make our customers happier

and to minimize the rate of return or

change of clothes. 



The prices of our

products start from 45

€. When we look at our

special production

parts, our highest price

is 2.500 €.

Quality is very important. We

produce all of our products by

hand, not a fabrication. In this

way, we aim to provide job

opportunities for many people and

reduce the unemployment rate,

and we want to make our

customers feel special.

You can reach us at www.blızzard.com and blızzard-world@gmail.

Our Contact Informat�on

Our price range



Our company was founded by

two young and successful

women entrepreneurs. Although

we are still considered new, we

believe that we will do very well

due to the soundness of our

ideas and the unwavering

nature of our founders.

Our StoryOur StoryOur Story
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As the "BLIZZARD" fam�ly, we bel�eve �n success and
do our best to be successful. We do not offer anyth�ng
that we are not sat�sf�ed w�th to our customers. When
you see our des�gns, I hope you w�ll l�ke them and you

w�ll feel emot�ons that we cannot even descr�be.

 "Shopping is the greatest therapy."

Don't be ord�nary show your style !
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